Scrabbly rousers: Winning neologisms

BY PAT MURPHY

Once again, we offer up several dozen new words and phrases that we plucked from the Scrabble®NewS word game and included in your dictionary for those who would like to be on the cutting edge of the evolving Scrabble®NewS lexicon.

LEWIS — LUVUC: Smuggle anything into a prison by stuffing it into your ass (if you can't build a hotel on Wiscasset Ave, I'm an actual locust). (Sue Lynch, Chuckvale, Maine)

2nd place and the book "How to Poo on a Date":

KIDD JOHNSON GUZZETTA

Bivouac — BIVUC: Wood execs who spray a little purr-tea on your jeans. (Dave Airozo, Silver Spring)

THE STYLE INVITATIONAL

New contest for Week 1276: The Style Invitational turns 5 x 5
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Answers to last week's puzzle below.
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BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Little Star! You feel you are uninspired. Use this quality to mobilize more of what you want to do for yourself. You will find the results uplifting. You may also find it liberating to be different in your own way. You will be most pleased with yourself for having your own experience.

LEGO ZEN:

Located in the top left corner. Why do you have reminds you of how much you love having your own experience.
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